Recent progress in the preparation and application of quantum dots/graphene composite materials
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Quantum dots/graphene (QDs/GR) composite materials show a distinct synergistic effect between the QDs and graphene, which has aroused vast attention toward their unique characteristics in the last few decades. The separation of electron–hole pairs generated in QDs are enhanced due to the photogating effects in the composites, and then the electrons or holes are rapidly transferred to the surface of the graphene sheets, resulting in excellent optical gain, making them promising materials for applications in optoelectronic and light harvesting devices. In this review, recent research progress on QDs/GR composites is reviewed and discussed, including preparation methods and applications. Numerous self-assembly synthetic methods such as hydrothermal, solvothermal, atomic layer deposition, ion beam sputtering deposition, and other typical synthetic methods like drop-casting, spin-coating, layer by layer, ultrasonication, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) aid transfer and electrochemical methods are summarized and discussed. In addition, the applications of QDs/GR composites such as in photodetectors, lithium ion batteries, solar cells, photocatalysis, electrochemiluminescence (ECL) sensors and supercapacitors are described in detail. Finally, the prospects of QDs/GR composites are discussed.

1 Introduction

Quantum dots (QDs) are zero dimensional materials with three dimensional confined carriers. The sizes of QDs are in the order of the exciton Bohr radius. Because of their novel structures, QDs possess various unique physical properties, including surface effects, quantum confinement effects, Coulomb blockade effects, quantum Hall effects, quantum tunneling effects and so on.¹ These extraordinary properties have impelled the wide use of QD materials in optoelectronic devices such as photoelectric detectors,² lasers,³,⁴ solar cells,⁵–⁷ and illumination displays.⁸,⁹ Furthermore, these applications have also promoted research on the physical chemistry properties and applications of QD materials in recent years.¹⁰–¹³

Graphene (GR) is known as a brilliant carbon material, patterned in a 2D honeycomb lattice.¹⁴ Novoselov and Geim et al. have successfully prepared freestanding graphene by the micromechanical cleavage method;¹⁵ the research on graphene and its various derivatives has become a hot topic globally. Due to its unique properties such as high carrier mobility (~1 × 10⁶ cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹), high specific surface area and excellent optical transparency, graphene is prospected as an ideal photonic and optoelectronic material,¹⁶ and is successfully applied in optoelectronic devices¹⁷ and energy storage devices.¹⁸ Because of its various advantages, more and more devices will be equipped with graphene or graphene-based composite materials in the future. Nevertheless, QDs and graphene also have their disadvantages. The low carrier mobilities limit the optical gain of QDs materials. Graphene also has drawbacks that cannot be ignored, like its low light absorption, the ultrafast recombination of photo-generated carriers, ease of aggregation and low dispersion. These shortages hinder the use of these two materials in future optoelectronic devices. In recent years, graphene-based nanocomposites combined with nanoparticles have attracted significant attention. Since QDs/GR composite materials were synthesized in 2010,¹⁹,²⁰ these drawbacks of QDs and graphene have been completely overcome by the synergistic effects of the composite materials. In this hybrid structure, the QDs act as light-absorbing materials to produce electron–hole pairs under the irradiation of light. The carriers can then be rapidly transferred to graphene and produce photocurrent, leading to the efficient separation of electrons and holes and the prolongation of the lifetime of the carriers. The photogenerated carriers in QDs can therefore be effectively transferred to the surface of graphene sheets, which results in high
optical gain, excellent optical response and good photo catalytic activities (shown in Scheme 1(a)–(c)). The charge transfer mechanism is the basic principle in the QDs/GR hybrid system. Based on the synergetic and cooperative effects of the hybrid, some new phenomena and physical properties can be inspired. Owing to their excellent performances, graphene inorganic nanocomposites have become a new class of electrocatalysts. QDs/GR composite materials can therefore provide a novel strategy for low-cost and high performances for potential applications in optoelectronic and light harvesting devices. Recently, these materials have been applied in photodetectors, lithium ion batteries, solar cells, photocatalysis, ECL sensors and other devices.

Aktürk et al. using first-principles calculations, demonstrated that Si and Ge atoms were bound at the bridge sites on graphene with binding energies of 0.54 eV and 0.49 eV at a coverage of $\theta = 1/32$. The variable energy of Si and Ge atoms was most likely diffused along the $T$ $B$ $H$ $T$ sites, and the energy barrier was too low to prevent the clustering of adatoms; however, the binding energy in the H site was higher than the energies of the T and B sites. The H site adatom proved to be the tightest to combine with C atoms in graphene, and Si atoms showed higher binding energies than Ge atoms, regardless of being in the H site or T site, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The energy bands and density of states in the coverage of $\theta = 1/32$ are shown in Fig. 1(b). The doping of Si and Ge atoms changed the graphene band structure and narrowed the band-gap, which benefitted the carrier migration. Besides, the unbalanced spins demonstrated the charge transfer from adatoms to graphene.

The photogating effect was firstly discovered and named by Hou et al. using the analysis of microelectronic and photonic structures (AMPS) computer model in 1992. Their computer simulation results showed that this effect could be ascribed to the trapped charge and low field region in front of amorphous Si-based p-i-n structures under bias light illumination. They also demonstrated that the photogating effect was responsible for quantum efficiencies greater than unity. The photogating effect was further analyzed in forward biased a-Si:H Schottky barrier structures, reverse biased a-Si:H based p-i-n junctions and microcrystalline silicon (µc-Si:H) based n-i-p devices. It was found that the photogating effect was derived from band tail states in the conduction and valence bands of semiconductors, which were caused by structural defects and disordered interfaces. The band tails could also trap the photogenerated electrons/holes, prolong the lifetimes of carriers.

---

Scheme 1  (a) Schematic illustration of the QDs/GR composite and light-generated electron–hole pairs. Energy level diagrams of the QDs/GR interface showing (b) electron–hole pair generation in QDs under illumination and (c) graphene doping induced by trapped carriers. Schematic of the photogating effect (d) under external bias in the dark and (e) under illumination.
and form built-in fields, as shown in Scheme 1(d) and (e). In QDs/GR composites, photoconductive gain and responsivity could be effectively enhanced by the photogating effect, having huge potential for the application in optoelectronic devices.

In 2015, Khan et al. reviewed the synthesis, properties and applications of graphene based metal and metal oxide nanocomposites in detail. The preparation methods were broadly classified as top-down and bottom-up methods. The graphene-based inorganic nanocomposites show great potential in the wide-range applications of the electronics, electrochemical and electrical fields. In 2016, Shi et al. reported the synthesis and applications of 3D graphene-based composites. They mainly discussed the synthesis methods and applications in energy storage and conversion as electrode materials. At the same time, Pham et al. reviewed the graphene-semiconductor quantum dot hybrids in the application of photovoltaics and photodetectors. Particularly, the in situ and ex situ synthesis methods and charge transfer in hybrid systems were presented.

In this review, recent progress of QDs/GR composite materials, especially the synthesis method and its applications, are briefly reviewed. The challenges of the technique and its future development are discussed. Due to the unique synergistic effects between QDs and graphene, the QDs/GR composite materials have demonstrated excellent properties in optoelectronic, electrochemical and energy storage devices in recent years, and will be among the most promising hybrid materials in the near future.

2 Preparation methods

The conventional methods for synthesizing QDs are mainly chemical vapor deposition (CVD), sol–gel, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), etc. Graphene was initially produced by micromechanical exfoliation, but liquid-phase exfoliation, carbon segregation and CVD have been exploited in the last few decades; the QDs/GR composite materials can also be easily prepared by these methods. Self-assembly methods can transform these systems from the disordered to ordered state by their internal interactions, which are considered to be much more useful routes, and are described in detail in the following sections.

Table 1 List of synthetic methods for the preparation of different QDs/GR composite materials and their applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synthetic methods</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydrothermal (SA)</td>
<td>CdTe QDs–TiO$_2$–GR</td>
<td>Optoelectronics</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe$_3$O$_4$@C QDs/GR</td>
<td>Lithium ion batteries</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SnO$_2$ QDs@GO</td>
<td>Lithium ion batteries</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SnO$_2$ QDs/GR</td>
<td>Lithium ion batteries</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CoS$_2$ QDs/GR</td>
<td>Lithium ion batteries</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SnO$_2$ QDs/GR</td>
<td>Photocatalysis</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N, S co-doped GQDs–rGO–TiO$_2$</td>
<td>Photocatalysis</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B- and N-doped GQDs/GO</td>
<td>Electrochemists</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GR–CdS QDs</td>
<td>Non-enzyme biosensor</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N-doped GQDs/GR</td>
<td>Electrolytic</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solvothermal (SA)</td>
<td>rGO/CuInS$_2$ QDs</td>
<td>Solar cells</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MoS$_2$ QDs–GR–TiO$_2$</td>
<td>Photocatalysis</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZnO/rGO</td>
<td>Photocatalysis</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic layer deposition (SA)</td>
<td>ZnO QDs/GR</td>
<td>UV photodetectors</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZnO QDs/GR</td>
<td>Lithium ion batteries</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TiO$_2$ QDs/GR</td>
<td>Photocatalysis</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBSD (SA)</td>
<td>Ge QDs/GR</td>
<td>Optoelectronics</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop-casting</td>
<td>CdSe/ZnS QDs/GR</td>
<td>Optoelectronics</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZnO QDs/GR</td>
<td>UV photodetectors</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PbS QDs/GR</td>
<td>Phototransistors</td>
<td>22 and 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin-coating</td>
<td>ZnO QDs/GR</td>
<td>UV photodetectors</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ge QDs–GR–ZnO</td>
<td>Infrared photodetectors</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PbS QDs/GR</td>
<td>Phototransistors</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer-by-layer</td>
<td>PbSe QDs/GR</td>
<td>Phototransistors</td>
<td>64–66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PbS QDs/GR</td>
<td>Phototransistors</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CdS QDs/GR</td>
<td>Photocatalysis</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic</td>
<td>CoO QDs/Gr</td>
<td>Lithium ion batteries</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SnO$_2$ QDs/GR</td>
<td>Electrochemistry</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA aided-transfer</td>
<td>GR/GeSi QDs</td>
<td>Optoelectronics</td>
<td>70 and 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>InAs/GaAs QDs/GR</td>
<td>Optoelectronics</td>
<td>72 and 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrochemical</td>
<td>GQDs–3D GR</td>
<td>Supercapacitors</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NiO QDs/GR</td>
<td>Supercapacitors</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3D GR/MnO$_2$</td>
<td>Supercapacitors</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ip-GQDs/Go</td>
<td>Supercapacitors</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave irradiation</td>
<td>Co$_3$O$_4$ QDs/GR</td>
<td>Lithium ion batteries</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing</td>
<td>ZnO QDs/GR</td>
<td>UV photodetectors</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Due to the high surface area and ultrahigh conductivity, graphene is often employed as a fine conductive layer in hybrid materials, in which electrons or holes can be effectively transferred, and leads to good photoelectric performances. However, pure graphene film has limited functional groups, and restrains the possibility for chemical modification. Thus, graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) have come to be ideal materials because they possess lots of oxygen-containing functional groups and defects, such as hydroxyl, carboxyl, carbonyl and epoxy groups, and numerous nano-scale materials can be associated with them via covalent or noncovalent bonds. GO and rGO are convenient for use in solvent processes to promote the syntheses of hybrid structure and aid the transfer of electrons or holes. The colloidal quantum dots (cQDs) can also possess lots of chemical bonds and ligands on its surface, which act as outstanding connecting mediums and carrier channels.

So far, numerous synthetic methods have been employed to prepare different QDs/GR composite materials; chemical methods are mainly used due to their low cost. These methods are summarized in Table 1.

2.1 Self-assembly methods (SA)

Self-assembly methods have been widely employed for QDs synthesis, although the self-assembly concept was first used in bioscience. Self-assembly involves processes that can promote the disordered components turning into ordered patterns by their internal interactions. It has three remarkable features: (I) the components may react directly toward a high ordered state; (II) the weak interactions such as, van der Waals π–π, hydrogen bonds, etc., play important roles in determining their physical properties; (III) the building blocks are broad, and not only include atoms and molecules, but also contain nano- and mesoscopic structures.

To date, numerous trials have been carried out to develop new materials for adopting self-assembly methods. The synthetic routes are designed to expand applications and cut costs; some typical self-assembly methods such as hydrothermal, solvothermal, atomic layer deposition, ion beam sputtering deposition, are introduced and summarized.

2.1.1 Hydrothermal method. The hydrothermal method is a useful and simple one for materials synthesis. In this process, the insoluble species are dissolved or recrystallized in a high-pressure atmosphere. There are several advantages to using this method: (I) it can prepare some special materials at a relatively low heating temperature, (II) the chemical reaction rate in the hydrothermal process is faster. For example, the hydrothermal heating temperature is only 80–240 °C for preparing BaCO3 powders, compared to the traditional industrial route that requires a calcination temperature of 1000–1200 °C.44 Due to its low energy consumption and simple experimental requirements, Fe3O4 QDs/GR composite,45 Fe3O4@C QDs/GR composite,46 CdTe QDs–TiO2–GR composite,47 SnO2 QDs@GO composite,48 SnO2 QDs/GR composite,49 etc., have been synthesized by the hydrothermal method in recent years.

Zhao et al.47 recently employed GO as a template for growing oxidized SnO2 QDs. Sn2+ ions were oxidized by the functional groups of GO, and GO was applied as the template for promoting selective heterogeneous nucleation; the produced SnO2 nanoparticles were nucleated and grown on the surface of GO. The SnO2 QDs@GO composite was formed during the hydrothermal process, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Fig. 2(b) shows the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of SnO2 QDs@GO with good dispersion and high mass loading. As shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d), SnO2 QDs preferred to grow along the [001] direction, with (110) surfaces as oxygen bridging sites on the SnO2 (110) plane. After assembling into LIBs, the huge volume expansion/contraction of lithium-ion batteries during the processes of discharging/charging was effectively released. This composite was also beneficial for fast lithium intercalation/de-intercalation, due to the existence of graphene.

In 2014, Zhang et al. reported that the GR–CdS QD hybrids could be used for non-enzyme biosensors via the one-step hydrothermal method.48 GO was first prepared from graphite by a modified Hummer’s method, then mixed with 70 mL water to obtain the GO dispersions by the ultrasonication process. When the weight ratio of GO and Cd(CH3COO)2·2H2O was 0.5% (G0.5–CdS), the graphene–CdS QDs composite with a good distribution and high coverage rate was prepared via non-covalent bonding. In this process, thiourea and Cd(CH3COO)2·2H2O were employed as the sulphur source and cadmium source, respectively.

Polyacrylic acid (PAA), for example, possesses lots of carboxylic acid groups, which urges the link between QDs and GO and promotes the coverage rate and uniformity. It also benefits from the negative charges, such as COO− and OH−, because they can attach to CdS QDs to make them more stable.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), CdS QDs were excited, and yielded photo-generated electrons and holes under illumination, then...
the electrons were rapidly transferred to graphene film from the conduction band (CB) of CdS QDs. Graphene acted as the electron capture and transport matrix to avoid electron–hole recombination, resulting in prolonging the electron lifetime and high light sensitivity. In this process, the OH$^-$ was oxidized to OH by photo-generated holes, so that glucose was oxidized to gluconolactone by OH$^-$ and was further detected through different photocurrent densities (Fig. 3(d)). The lattice fringes of cubic CdS particles in the G0.5–CdS hybrid can be seen clearly in Fig. 3(b), while CdS QDs stacked randomly together when prepared without GO. It is believed that the graphene could promote crystal growth and in turn prevent itself aggregation with the CdS QDs loading. The G0.5–CdS/ITO electrode has long lifetime and high photocurrent density with glucose, as shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d).

Liu et al. prepared the CdTe QDs–TiO$_2$–graphene hybrid via a general hydrothermal method.$^{49}$ The CdTe QDs–TiO$_2$–graphene hybrid was fabricated by the in situ growth of CdTe QDs on the rGO–TiO$_2$ composite surface. The fluorescence quenching of the produced hybrid indicates that the electrons transfer from CdTe QDs to rGO and graphene. Additionally, Ye et al. fabricated the SnO$_2$ QDs/GR composite with visible light catalytic activity via a one-step, low cost and environment-friendly hydrothermal process$^{48}$ that also avoided the agglomeration of QDs. Zhao et al. prepared a carbon-coated Fe$_3$O$_4$ QDs/GR composite by using a hydrothermal and calcining route.$^{29}$ In this process, the carbon shell can prevent the aggregation and buffer the volume expansion, which improves lithium-storage performance.

Some novel technologies combined with hydrothermal methods have been employed in recent years. Huang et al. successfully fabricated the SnO$_2$ QDs/GR composite via the electron-beam irradiation (EBI) technique combined with the hydrothermal method in 2015.$^{50}$ The EBI was mainly used for irradiating the graphene nanosheets to increase the interlayer spacing; it also promoted exfoliation and removed the partial oxygen-containing functional groups. The SEM figures show that the SnO$_2$ QDs were loaded on both sides of the graphene sheets with uniform dispersion. The high reversibility and specific capacity as well as good cycle response of this composite material promote its use in the energy storage field. Besides, the B- and N-doped graphene quantum dots/GO (GQDs/GO) composite was prepared via a self-assembled hydrothermal treatment in a sealed Teflon-lined autoclave, following the co-doping of B- and N- by high-temperature annealing.$^{51}$ This hybrid could be applied as an excellent oxygen reduction electrocatalyst. He et al. synthesized CoS$_2$ nanoparticles wrapped by CoS$_2$ QDs/GR via an l-cysteine-assisted hydrothermal reaction.$^{22}$ The CoS$_2$ QDs/GR composite provided more active sites for the intercalation of lithium ions. The graphene in the composite demonstrated high transport abilities of electrons and lithium ions, and could also effectively suppress the volume expansion of CoS$_2$ nanoparticles. Under their synergistic effect, this material exhibits excellent performances for the application of lithium-ion batteries.

2.1.2 Solvothermal method. The solvothermal method uses organics as the solvent instead of water. Since water-sensitive compounds cannot be synthesized via the hydrothermal method, organic solvents are used to replace water, which is an advisable route for preparing the uniformly dispersed QDs on the surface of graphene by controlling its nucleation.

In 2015, Gao et al. synthesized the MoS$_2$ QDs–GR–TiO$_2$ composite via the one-pot solvothermal method.$^{53}$ Thiocarbamide was applied as the precursor, then mixed with Na$_2$MoO$_4$·2H$_2$O and P25 powder. The formation mechanism of MoS$_2$ QDs was ascribed to the interactions between the functional groups of GO and Mo precursors as shown in Fig. 4(a). The sizes of MoS$_2$ QDs are 2 to 3 nm and the lattice fringes from
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**Fig. 3** (a) Schematic diagram for the photoelectrochemical process of oxidation of glucose and electron transfer at the G0.5–CdS/ITO electrode. (b) HRTEM image of G0.5–CdS. (c) Electron lifetime versus open-circuit potential for the electrode without and with glucose. (d) Photocurrent density of the electrode in NaOH in the presence of different concentrations of glucose (concentration increased from bottom to top). Inset: linear calibration curve. Reprinted with permission from ref. 49. Copyright 2014 Elsevier Ltd.

**Fig. 4** (a) Schematic demonstration of the fabrication of the MoS$_2$ QDs–graphene–TiO$_2$ composite. (b) HRTEM image of the MoS$_2$ QDs–graphene–TiO$_2$ composite. (c) HRTEM image of the MoS$_2$ QDs–graphene hybrid. Reprinted with permission from ref. 53. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry.
the (100) planes of crystal MoS₂ QDs can be observed. The MoS₂ QDs–GR hybrid was introduced as a co-catalyst to overcome the low charge separation rate and large band gap caused by TiO₂. It also enhanced the visible-light absorption, charge separation and photocatalysis ability, and significantly improved its photocatalysis properties.

Meng et al. synthesized the rGO/CuInS₂ QD hybrid using thiourea as the S doping source and CS(NH$_2$)$_2$ as the precursor by the same approach. The GO films were reduced to rGO during the formation of CuInS₂ QDs, and the adsorbed Cu$^+$ was used for the nucleation of CuInS₂ QDs. They deemed that the Cu$^+$ was mainly adsorbed at the epoxy/hydroxyl groups on GO at room temperature. The rGO/CuInS₂ QD hybrid was a good electron acceptor in polymer-based solar cells. The efficiency of assembled solar cells was 1.5% higher, compared to the rGO sheet counterpart devices. Atchudan et al. fabricated the ZnO@GO composite via the solvothermal method. The GO sheet base was synthesized by utilizing the Hummers method, and the added ZnO nanoparticles were prepared by thermal oxidation. The ZnO nanoparticles were then impregnated into the GO surface for ZnO@GO composite preparation via the solvothermal process. The ZnO nanoparticle sizes were about 10–20 nm. This composite can be applied as a photocatalyst for organic dye degradation.

The one-pot solvothermal method is relatively simple and easy to control. The chemical reaction in this process could be carried out in a hermetic system, which could effectively prevent the volatilization of toxic substances and avoid air, for air-sensitive precursors.

2.1.3 Atomic layer deposition method. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a useful technique for a single atomic layer film by self-limiting reactions. The surface reaction of ALD results from self-limiting properties, which are fundamental to ALD technology. Shao et al. synthesized the ZnO QDs/GR composite by the ALD method. The typical chemical reactions were as follows:

$$\text{ZnOH}^* + \text{Zn(CH}_2\text{CH}_3)_2 \rightarrow \text{ZnOZn(CH}_2\text{CH}_3)^* + \text{CH}_3\text{CH}_3$$

$$\text{Zn(CH}_2\text{CH}_3)^* + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{ZnOH}^* + \text{CH}_3\text{CH}_3$$

in which the asterisks indicate the surface species. The ZnO nanoparticles were expected to grow on the defects of the graphene surface. They found that the ZnO QDs were deposited on both the tops and sides of the graphene sheets, and the size was about 9 nm. The ZnO QDs/GR composite was a sandwich structure obtained via spin coating in conductive polymers, and was used as a photodetector. Under the synergistic effects caused by the highly photoactive ZnO QDs and high carrier mobility of graphene, the produced photodetector achieved high photoresponsivity, owing to the produced active QDs/GR composite material.

Sun et al. prepared the ZnO QDs/GR composite by the same approach for enhancing the capacity of lithium storage. The growth rate of ZnO was about 2 Å per cycle, thus, it was easy to control the ZnO particle sizes during the ALD cycles. The fabricated ZnO QD sizes were 2 to 7 nm through the ALD process. The ALD reaction process and images for characterization are shown in Fig. 5. The sizes of ZnO nanoparticles were about 2 nm and 7 nm after 15 and 50 ALD cycles, respectively. The increase in the sizes was nearly a linear function of the cycling numbers. Previously, the ZnO nanoparticles were hard to nucleate directly on graphene, due to the unreactive properties of graphene. The ZnO nanoparticles were expected to nucleate at the edge planes and defects because of the probable lower energy on those sites.

2.1.4 Ion beam sputtering deposition method. Recently, our group employed a novel strategy to grow Ge QDs directly on a graphene/SiO₂/Si substrate by the ion beam sputtering deposition (IBSD) technique, which provided a new route for the low cost and extensive industrialization of Ge QDs/GR composites. By this physical self-assembly method, Ge atoms were deposited on graphene sheets without the aid of organic or inorganic ligands, which is unlike the chemical method. The entire process was carried out under vacuum. The graphene/SiO₂/Si substrates were deposited with Ge atoms for 60, 180, and 300 seconds at room temperature, respectively. The fourth sample was then grown at 500 °C for 180 s as contrast. The atomic force microscopy (AFM) morphology images are shown in Fig. 6(a), (b) and (c), respectively. The process of evolution indicates that Ge atoms firstly nucleate on the surface of graphene, and gather into Ge islands by self-assembly. The peaks shown in the XPS results are 29.2 eV for Ge–Ge and 30.7 eV corresponds to Ge–C bonds, which significantly confirm the interfacial interaction between Ge QDs and graphene. The photoluminescence (PL) spectra exhibited different luminescence peak positions from Si-based Ge QDs as shown in Fig. 6(e); it was ascribed to no Si–Ge intermixing and the effect of surface states in Ge QDs. Owing to the advantages of low-cost and high efficiency to prepare high quality QDs, the IBSD method is considered to be a powerful tool to prepare QDs/GR composites.

In general, the self-assembly methods that have been utilized to synthesize QDs/GR composites are efficient. It is...
critical to choose suitable building blocks and preparation processes. The chemical bonds that link QDs with graphene provide the channels for the transfer of separated electrons or holes lead to the enhanced electrochemical and photoelectric properties, which satisfy the growing market requirements from industry, customers and the military.

Except for the SA methods, drop-casting, spin-coating, layer by layer, ultrasonic, PMMA-aided transfer and other typical methods may also be employed to synthesize QDs/GR composite materials. In recent years, tremendous efforts have been made for QDs/GR composite fabrication and property improvement via these methods. With the aid of external conditions, composites can be prepared via directional manipulation and fast reaction.

2.2 Drop-casting method

The drop-casting method is a frequently implemented strategy to prepare films. The procedure is as follows: several solutions are dropped onto a substrate without rotation, and are then heated for hours or annealed for several minutes to remove water. In recent years, some groups have successfully prepared QDs/GR composites such as the CdSe/ZnS QDs/GR composite, the colloidal ZnO QDs/GR composite, the PbS QDs/GR composite, and giant nanocrystal QDs/GR composite, using this method.

In 2015, Gromova et al. prepared colloidal core/shell CdSe/ZnS QDs by hot-injection synthesis, and multi-layer graphene flakes were prepared by ultrasound processing of graphite. The solution containing CdSe/ZnS QDs material was deposited on the multi-layer graphene sheets to fabricate the CdSe/ZnS QDs/GR composite via the drop-casting method. The extraordinary mechanical properties are as a result of the multi-layer graphene structure, which causes the composite to be easily processed in solution; the hybrid structure enhances the photoelectrical response.

Son et al. fabricated ultraviolet (UV) photodetectors using the ZnO cQDs/GR hybrid. Firstly, the GR/PET virtual substrate was fabricated using PMMA to transfer graphene onto the PET substrate, then the solution containing ZnO cQDs was deposited onto the surface of graphene to fabricate the ZnO cQDs/GR composite. The synthesis process is shown in Fig. 7(a). This composite possesses a high optical transmittance (~80%) and good flexibility (Fig. 7(b)). The HRTEM image suggests that the colloidal ZnO QDs are tightly attached to the surface of the graphene sheet, as shown in Fig. 7(c).

Turyanska et al. employed ligands to combine colloidal PbS QDs with graphene for fabricating the PbS cQDs/GR hybrid using the drop-casting method. Various ligands such as polyethylene glycol, thioglycerol (TGL) and 2,3-dimercapto-1-propanol (DTG) with different lengths were explored. Polyethylene glycol H-((O-CH$_2$-CH$_2$)$_n$-OH with $n = 2000$ and $n = 500$ was denoted QD$_{2000}$ and QD$_{500}$; the corresponding lengths were 10 and 5 nm, respectively. The QD$_{TGL}$ represents the thio-glycerol capped QDs with 0.5 nm length. As shown in Fig. 8, the graphene Fermi energy increased by +500 meV, but was still below the QD LUMO state after depositing QD$_{2000}$ and QD$_{500}$; the conduction was p-type at $V_g = 0$ after current versus $V_g$ characteristics and calculations. The photo-generated electrons in QDs were transferred to graphene’s LUMO energy level (Fig. 8(b)). When QD$_{TGL}$ was deposited, the Fermi energy shifted by +300 meV, and the conduction became n-type at $V_g = 0$; the photo-generated holes in QDs preferred to be transferred to the graphene sheet (Fig. 8(c)). The characteristics in Fig. 8(d) indicate ultra-high responsivity ($\sim 10^5$ A W$^{-1}$), which is two orders

Fig. 6 AFM images of the Ge QDs/GR composite at different sputtering times at room temperature: 60 s (a), 180 s (b) and 300 s (c). XPS image (d) and PL spectra (e) of the Ge QDs/GR composite grown at 500 °C. Reprinted with permission from ref. 57. Copyright 2016 IOP Publishing Ltd.

Fig. 7 (a) Illustration of the preparation of the ZnO QDs/GR composite. (b) Images of the equipment and device; the inset on the bottom right shows a flexible UV photodetector. (c) HRTEM image of the ZnO cQDs/GR composite on a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate. Reprinted with permission from ref. 58. Copyright 2015 Elsevier Ltd.
2.3 Spin-coating method

The spin-coating method is another similarly useful path to dropcasting. The difference between them is that this process requires a rotating substrate for spin-coating. The thickness of the film can be easily controlled by rotating speed and running time.

Ultraviolet (UV) photodetectors based on a colloidal ZnO QDs/GR hybrid have been fabricated via the wet spin-coating process.\(^{61}\) The colloidal ZnO QDs were synthesized and dropped onto the graphene flakes, then the composite was annealed for few minutes for residual solvent elimination. The distribution of ZnO QDs was uniform on the graphene sheets. The final manufactured UV photodetector showed a high ratio of the photocurrent to the dark current (~1.1 × 10\(^4\)).

Liu et al. fabricated an infrared photodetector on a flexible substrate by the analogic method.\(^{62}\) The Ge QDs–GR–ZnO heterostructure resulted in high responsivity (~9.7 A W\(^{-1}\)) in a short-wave infrared field (1400 nm) and fast response speed (~40 μs rise time and 90 μs recovery time). Konstantatos et al.\(^{63}\) fabricated phototransistors based on a PbS QDs/GR hybrid; the specific detectivity was up to 7 × 10\(^{13}\) Jones, benefitting from the photogating effect of the trapped electrons in PbS QDs and forming a built-in field at the QDs/GR interface, the responsivity was 10\(^7\) A W\(^{-1}\).

higher than in other previous reports. This extraordinary performance can be ascribed to the charge transfer from QDs and the accumulation of charge. The responsivity of the transistor can also be enhanced by choosing ligands of suitable length and preserving their integrity.

2.4 Layer by layer method

The layer by layer (LbL) method is an effective strategy for obtaining the multilayer QDs/GR hybrid structure, and many hybrids have been employed for field effect phototransistors (FEPTs) in recent years. For realizing ultrahigh responsivity, the QDs acted as the light absorption layer, and graphene was the charge transfer layer. Zhang et al. designed a PbSe QDs/GR hybrid;\(^{64}\) a wet chemical method was applied for PbSe QDs preparation and the graphene was prepared by a CVD technique and subsequently transferred to the substrate. One drop of PbSe QD solution was deposited on a rotating substrate, and then three drops of ethanediol (EDIT) solution were placed on the same substrate for ligand exchange. Four layers of PbSe QDs were deposited on graphene. The absorption and emission peaks were 1616 nm and 1645 nm, respectively. The electrons and holes of the produced FEPTs achieved high mobilities and the light responsivity was 1 A W\(^{-1}\).

In 2015, two types of multi-heterojunction FEPTs were prepared based on a PbSe QDs/GR hybrid with different layer arrangements via the same approach, denoted QD-bottom and G-bottom.\(^{65}\) Fig. 9(a)–(d) shows the schematic diagrams and cross-sectional SEM images of QD-bottom FEPTs and G-bottom FEPTs. The thickness of the SiO\(_2\) layer was 300 nm, and the thickness of the QD-bottom FEPTs (109 nm) was close to G-bottom FEPTs (103 nm), which demonstrated that the uniformity of the QDs is better than for graphene in the first layer with thickness of 103 nm. There were slight point shifts for QD-bottom FEPTs and large negative shifts for G-bottom FEPTs.
as shown in the transfer characteristic curves in Fig. 9(e). As is well known, the shift degree is related to the QD surface defects, the degree of energy level matching and the barriers induced by ligands. The changes in the transfer curve demonstrate that the carriers were transferred from QDs to graphene following the Dirac point shift. Fig. 9(f) shows that the responsivity was up to $10^6$ A W$^{-1}$; the G-bottom layer demonstrated multi-saturation behaviour, due to the back-gate effect.

The same group also reported another two types of multi-heterojunction FEpTs based on the same hybrid material to compare their photoresponse properties.$^{66}$ They demonstrated that the layered heterojunction FEpTs were better candidates for near infrared phototransistors than bulk heterojunction FEpTs. Meanwhile, the wide spectral response FEpTs based on PbS QDs/GR hybrids were also investigated by the above group via the layer by layer method.$^{57}$ Because of the multiple-exciton generation of PbS QDs and its synergistic effects with graphene, the assembled FEpTs achieved a wide spectral response (300–1400 nm) and high responsivity ($2 \times 10^3$ A W$^{-1}$ at 10 mV bias voltage).

The layer by layer strategy can also be employed for self-assembly. In 2004, Liu et al. successfully fabricated a Cds QDs/GR hybrid to study its photoelectrochemical and photocatalytic properties.$^{32}$ In the fabrication processes, the graphene flakes were obtained by reduction of graphite oxide, then the clean substrate was dipped into Cds QDs mixed with thiglycolic acid (TGA) solution and graphene nanosheets-poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) solution. These procedures were repeated to fabricate the multi-layered films. The photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical activities of the new Cds QDs/GR multilayered were remarkably enhanced.

### 2.5 Ultrasonic method

The ultrasonic method is another effective technique for QDs/GR composite material preparation. Chen et al. fabricated a SnO$_2$ QDs/GR composite via a facile one-step ultrasonic approach by using SnCl$_2$·2H$_2$O as the precursor.$^{68}$ The sizes of the SnO$_2$ QDs were 4–6 nm, and the synthesized QDs were uniformly dispersed on both sides of the graphene. The schematic of the mechanism of formation is shown in Fig. 10(a). Firstly, the Sn$^{2+}$ ions of the SnCl$_2$ solution combined with GO through electrostatic attraction to the carbonyl and carboxyl groups, then ultrasonic vibration was used to increase the interlayer spacing of graphene, and supplies more effective loading sites for SnO$_2$ QDs during the calcination. These phenomena also indicate that both sides loaded with SnO$_2$ QDs during the reduction process and the graphene also prevents agglomeration of SnO$_2$ QDs during the calcination.

The ultrasonication could also prevent graphene stacking. Sonication can be used to provide energy for decomposition in the hybrid process. In 2012, Peng et al. employed Co$_3$(CO)$_{12}$ as the cobalt precursor and synthesized a CoO QDs/GR composite by the ultrasonic method.$^{69}$ The mechanism of the material formation can be divided into two steps: (I) Co was produced by the decomposed Co$_3$(CO)$_{12}$ precursor, and deposited on the surface of the graphene sheet with the assistance of sonication. (II) Co was oxidized in situ into CoO. The successful fabrication is ascribed to the strong interaction between electron-rich Co atoms and graphene’s electrophilic carbon atoms. The sizes of CoO QDs were 3 to 8 nm, and the QDs were well-dispersed on the graphene surface. The obtained composite inhibits the aggregation of graphene and the volume changes of MO$_2$ during the cycling test of lithium-ion batteries. As anode material, this composite demonstrates a highly reversible lithium storage capacity and outstanding cycling stability.

### 2.6 Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) aided-transfer method

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) is a widely used medium for graphene transfer. The procedures can be divided into three steps as follows: (I) PMMA/GR/substrate is constructed into the sandwich-structure, (II) etching solution or organic solvent is removed from the substrate, (III) PMMA is dissolved in acetone solution or organic solvent.

In 2015, Chen et al. successfully fabricated the GR/GeSi QDs composite by using a PMMA aided-transfer method.$^{70}$
Ten-layered GeSi QDs were prepared on Si (001) substrates by the MBE technique, and the graphene sheet was grown by the CVD technique. The monolayer graphene sheet was transferred onto the GeSi QDs surface with the aid of PMMA. The manufactured device structure is shown in Fig. 11(a) and the uniform size distribution of GeSi QDs can be observed in the AFM image. The average size and height of the surface QDs was about 100 and 7 nm, respectively. The schematic energy band diagram of this composite is shown in Fig. 11(b). The potential distribution could promote the separation of photo-generated electron–hole pairs, and the added electric field could reduce the graphene Fermi level, thus the electrons can be transferred from QDs to graphene more easily. The decrease in PL Intensity from 0 to −40 V also demonstrated the enhancement of electron transfer, as shown in Fig. 11(c). It was found that the luminescence properties of the composite can be adjusted by laser energy and graphene plasmon with the external vertical field. Similarly, they fabricated the GR/GeSi QD hybrid structures via the same path in 2014.71 In particular, a 10-layer GeSi QDs sample was divided into two equal parts, one of them was covered by graphene, and the other part was uncovered. The surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) enhanced absorption mechanism was proposed to illustrate the enhancement of the photoluminescence (PL) intensity of the graphene/GeSi QD hybrid.

This method was also used to prepare the InAs/GaAs QDs/GR composite.72,73 Ajiani et al. synthesized the graphene-capped InAs/GaAs QDs hybrid by this method. InAs QDs were grown by the MBE technique on a GaAs (001) substrate, and multilayer graphene flakes were grown by the CVD technique. The multilayer graphene flakes were transferred onto QDs with the aid of PMMA, and uncapped QDs were designed for comparison. The enhancement of PL was observed, which indicated electron transfer from graphene to QDs. On the other hand, the presence of the cap layer modified the appearance of the QDs, and prevented the surface oxidation; it also acted as the active layer in a laser device.

2.7 Electrochemical method

Electrochemical synthesis is an effective strategy for synthesizing nano-scale materials and functionalized composites. Compared to other synthetic methods, the electrochemical method possesses many superiorities such as mild reaction conditions, environmental friendliness, rapidness, cost effectiveness, and simple operation.

In recent years, the electrochemical method has been widely employed in synthesizing QDs and nanoparticles-decorated graphene. For example, GQDs, N-doped GQDs, and N-doped carbon QDs have been successfully prepared by the electrochemical method for cellular imaging. They bring numerous advantages of high quantum yield, low biotoxicity and large scale synthesis. In addition, the electrochemically synthesized GQDs and P-doped GQDs showed high activity for glucose detection and free radical-scavenging. The rGO/ZnO microspheres-Au nanoparticles decorated as flower-like graphene also exhibited high sensitivity for hydrazine and nitrite, respectively.

The QDs/GR composites have also been synthesized via the electrochemical method by Kim et al. in 2010. They prepared homogenous and ordered CdSe QD arrays on the graphene basal plane via electrochemical synthesis.80 They used 8 nm sized hexagonal symmetry vertical structure (SKU-1) as a nanoporous mask to form uniform QDs on the graphene surface. The SKU-1-coated graphene was applied as the working electrode, then CdSe was deposited on it under a constant potential of −0.7 V at 50 °C, after which, the SKU-1 template was removed. The nanoporous mask provided resistance to prevent the diffusion of electrolytes. Moreover, the partial deposition on edge sites could be effectively suppressed.

In 2014, Chen et al. also synthesized the GQDs–3D graphene composite by the electrochemical method.81 They used carbon rod as the working electrode to form GQDs by cyclic voltammetry (CV). Then, in a three-electrode system, the 3D graphene was used as the working electrode, and the GQDs solution were electrodeposited on the surface of the 3D graphene under a bias at +2 V for 5–10 hours in a three-electrode system. They used this composite as an electrode to assemble supercapacitors without binding agent or conduction additive. This supercapacitor demonstrated an excellent electrochemical capacitance (268 F g⁻¹) with 90% enhancement, compared to that of pure 3D graphene electrodes (136 F g⁻¹).

In 2015, Jing et al. prepared a NiO QDs/GR composite through a one-step alternating voltage electrochemical method by using a graphite rod and Ni flakes as the working electrode.82 Under alternating voltage, both graphite rod and Ni flakes were exfoliated to form graphene and NiO QDs, respectively; the oxygen functional groups on the graphene surface act as a bridge to link graphene and NiO through Ni–O–C bands in the electrochemical process. These bands also contributed to enhancing the composite’s electrical conductivity, which presented a high specific capacitance of the fabricated supercapacitor (1181.1 F g⁻¹ at the current density of 2.1 A g⁻¹). Thus, the electrochemical method is a simple, environmentally
friendly, and controllable technique for QDs/GR composite preparation.

2.8 Other novel methods

Other novel methods have also been employed to prepare QDs/GR composites, such as chemical bath deposition, successive ionic liquid adsorption and reaction, microwave irradiation, one-step thermal-treatment and one-step wet chemical methods. Zhou et al. synthesized a Co3O4 QDs/GR composite successfully via the microwave irradiation method. Firstly, the graphene mixture was treated with ultrasound for half an hour, then Co(CH3COO)2·4H2O and 25% NH3·H2O were added to the mixed solution. After sonication, the suspension was transferred into a microwave oven for heating and irradiation. Finally, the mixture was rinsed and dried to obtain the Co3O4 QDs/GR composite. This composite demonstrated a significantly enhanced cycling performance (1785 mA h g⁻¹ at 0.1C after 90 cycles) and high rate capability (485 mA h g⁻¹ at 5C) in the LIBs tests.

In summary, various QDs/GR composites can be prepared by different methods. The hydrothermal and solvothermal methods are limited for materials used in photoelectric devices because it is hard to control the size of QDs, even if the prepared hybrid is uniformly dispersed. Although atomic layer deposition can accurately control the membrane thickness by adjusting the cycling numbers, the short lifetime of the vacuum pump still limits its industrialized production. IBSD is low-cost compared to MBE, but good crystallinity and high density QDs on graphene are not reported. Drop-casting and spin-coating are common approaches for membrane preparation since it could easily control the film thickness, but the solvent significantly impacts the film quality. Besides, electrostatic forces and hydrogen bonds are required to provide the driving force in the layer by layer self-assembly method, and different driving forces will influence the membrane morphology and structure. Ultrason can provide extra driving forces for the hybrid processes, but the degree of driving forces is hard to control. PMMA aided-transfer is an established method for graphene transfer, but the graphene quality is destroyed to a certain extent in the transfer processes.

Generally, choosing a proper method, one should consider the functions and applications of the materials, and the preparation cost. So far, almost all the synthetic techniques are chemical methods, and the physical methods for the direct growth of QDs composites on graphene are rarely investigated; even the ordered and size-tunable QDs have already been prepared on various substrates by IBSD and MBE methods. The physical methods have broad prospects in QDs/GR composite preparation, and it is necessary to further investigate these synthesis techniques in the future.

3 Applications

Benefiting from the developments and modifications of the QDs/GR composites synthesis technique, the QDs/GR composite based devices generate several excellent photoelectric and high capacity performances in photoelectric conversion and energy-storage devices. For example, with the remarkable high carrier mobility, this material brings ultrahigh responsivity to photodetectors, for applications in the lithium ion batteries and solar cells, and the QDs/GR composites have excellent storage capacity and conversion efficiency. The QDs decorated on graphene sheets in the application of photocatalysis can effectively increase the visible-light absorbance and charge separation, which remarkably increases the photocatalysis ability. For the QDs/GR composites based electrochemiluminescence sensors, the sensitivity is high for biomedical detections and chlorinated phenols, which play a significant role in medical and environmental techniques.

3.1 Photodetectors

Photodetectors are the devices that turn the optical signals into electric signals. As is well known, semiconductor QDs are superior photoelectric conversion materials, and graphene is an excellent electron conduction material. QDs combined with graphene could achieve high performance photodetectors. According to the response wavelength, photodetectors can be divided into infrared light, visible light and ultraviolet photodetectors. A photodetector is an important type of sensor in optical-fiber communication systems, and can be widely applied in the military, industrial production and daily equipment. With the development of science and technology, the performances of photodetectors including their responsivity and sensitivity require improvement.

In 2014, Pham et al. observed the quenching of the thiol-functionalized rGO (TrGO) electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal in CdSe QDs–TrGO composites, which was ascribed to electronic coupling and direct chemical attachment. In 2016, they demonstrated that the surface defects of ZnO nanoparticles could be effectively healed by sulfur and thiol groups of TrGO via the investigation of EPR. Besides, the thiol groups demonstrated a higher healing ability than oxygen-containing functionalities. The electrons were proved to transfer from ZnO nanoparticles to the lattice of TrGO, and their spins coupled with localized electron spins might take responsibility for the quenching of the TrGO EPR signal. Moreover, the enhanced green defect emission was proven to be derived from the charge transfer from graphene to the defect states of ZnO nanoparticles. These studies have significant influence on the research and application of photodetectors.

The colloidal ZnO QDs/GR composite, synthesized by the wet spin-coating technique, was employed in ultraviolet (UV) photodetectors. The ratio of photocurrent to dark current (Iphoto/Idark) was approximately 1.1 × 10⁴ with 365 nm wavelength illumination. The rise and decay times were 2 s and 1 s, respectively. This photodetector achieved high responsivity and quick response for UV light. The photoresponse mechanisms were ascribed to the photogeneration–recombination of the photo-generated electron–hole pairs and the adsorption–photodesorption on the ZnO QD surface. The ALD-grown ZnO QDs/GR composite processed high sensitivity for UV light and the maximum photoresponsivity was measured to be 247 A W⁻¹ at
325 nm. It is widely known that the high active surface enhances the materials' photoresponsivity.

The PbS QDs coated graphene composites for use in the near infrared (NIR) photodetector have the responsivity of $10^7$ A W$^{-1}$, which was much higher than the responsivity of the visible-light detector based on the PbS thin film-graphene composite. The high absorption coefficient of QDs and the excellent conductivity of graphene cooperate with the Fermi level modulated increase in the responsivity of the devices. Moreover, the infrared photodetector based on QDs decorated rGO/ZnO heterostructure shows a high responsivity at 9.7 A W$^{-1}$. Zeng et al. fabricated the graphene/germanium heterojunction and used it in an infrared photodetector; the $I_{\text{light}}/I_{\text{dark}}$ ratio was $2 \times 10^4$ at zero bias voltage, which is about two times higher than that synthesized by Son et al. The properties, including the reproducibility, spectral selectivity and stability, were also improved.

In 2016, Haider et al. reported an ultrahigh responsivity photodetector by using graphene and QDs on the Pb(Zr$_{0.23}$Ti$_{0.77}$)$_2$O$_3$ (PZT) substrate via the hydrothermal and spin coating technique. The electric field ($E_p$) pointed downward PZT-based device was denoted as DPZT, and the $E_p$ pointed upward PZT-based device was denoted as UPZT. The prepared composite was annealed to improve the junction between graphene and QDs. The average size of QDs was 5-7 nm. As shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b), the sensitivity of DPZT reached to $4.06 \times 10^7$ A W$^{-1}$, which is two orders higher than the reported relevant devices (~$10^7$ A W$^{-1}$), and the gain achieved $10^{10}$ under UV light illumination. The realization of ultrahigh sensitivity was mainly ascribed to the intrinsic electric field from PZT and the built-in electric field from the QDs/GR hybrid, which greatly enhanced the separation of photogenerated electron–hole pairs and forced the holes transferred from QDs to the graphene channel, respectively. This technique can be applied in quantum information technology, optical communication, optoelectronic circuits, etc. Fig. 12(c) shows the energy band diagrams; there are many defects that exist on the PZT surface, and the electrons in single layer graphene (SLG) are transferred to the interface defect states of PZT after depositing graphene on it, which reduces the graphene Fermi level (left). After depositing GQD on the graphene/PZT substrate, the electrons in GQD were transferred to SLG for creating a built-in electric field, following the upward band bending (middle). When under illumination, the photo-induced holes transferred to SLG and reduced the Fermi level of the graphene/PZT device with the assistance of the built-in electric field (right).

Silver nanowire has also been loaded onto the QDs/GR composite to improve optoelectronic performances. In 2016, Liu et al. prepared a CdSe/ZnS QDs/GR/Au nanowire hybrid by fabricating a rGO–QD–rGO sandwich-structure and loading the Au nanowires onto the QD layer. Compared to the pristine rGO–QD hybrid, this composite demonstrated a 3.6 times enhancement of photocurrent density from 22.1 to 80.3 μA cm$^{-2}$. The enhancement of the optoelectronic conversion efficiency mainly results from the strong quenching ability of silver and the rapid electron transfer of Ag nanowire and graphene.

Numerous techniques have been applied to improve the responsivity of photodetectors. The QDs/GR composites demonstrate great potential, by taking advantage of the high light harvesting of QDs and high carrier mobility of graphene, and effectively enhancing the sensitivity and gain. However, the defect trap states at the interface of the QDs and graphene limit further development at low illumination power. Besides, under higher illumination power, the responsivity of the photodetector abruptly decreases, due to the screening of the built-in electric field resulting from the accumulation of charges in QDs. To solve this problem, a wise strategy is to apply the PZT substrate in this photodetector. The intrinsic electric field in PZT effectively contributes to the separation of the photo-generated electron–hole pairs in QDs and promotes the holes unidirectional transfer to the graphene sheet, resulting in a high responsivity at more than $10^8$ A W$^{-1}$.

As typical photodetectors, phototransistors have much higher gain, responsivity, and signal-to-noise ratio, compared to other types of photodetectors. They have signal amplification ability and can easily be integrated into optoelectronic circuits, data storage circuits, amplifying circuits, rectifier circuits, logical circuits, etc. Phototransistors have been widely applied in detection, automation, optical communication, infrared remote sensing and missile guidance. QDs/GR composites provide a novel route to the manufacture of high quality phototransistors.

Konstantatos et al. reported an extremely high responsivity (~$10^7$ A W$^{-1}$) phototransistor based on a PbS QDs/GR composite fabricated via a spin casting combined layer-by-layer approach. The schematic of the device and spectral responsivity is shown in Fig. 13. Under illumination, photo-generated electron–hole pairs produced in the PbS QDs, and holes preferred to transfer to graphene; while the electrons remained in the QDs, numerous holes circulated in the channel in graphene, resulting in capacitive coupling and prolonging the carriers’ lifetime, and high photoconductive gain was achieved at around $10^5$. The small QDs in the PbS QDs/GR composite possessed higher responsivity than the large sized...
QDs produced as shown in Fig. 13(b) and (c). The effective electronic coupling of graphene with light-absorbing QDs provides a novel pathway in the applications of optoelectronic devices. Recently, Turyanska et al.\textsuperscript{43} produced a transistor with higher photoresponsivity of \(-9.0\) A W\(^{-1}\), in which the capped ligands were added to PbS QDs by drop-casting onto the graphene surface. The capped ligands provide a uniform separation of QDs from graphene and maintained its integrity, which served as a dielectric barrier. The accumulation of charge as well as the short transit time of carriers in graphene contributed to the enhancement of photoresponse and photoconductive gain. As a result, the photoresponsivity of the PbS QDs/GR composite can be effectively improved by selecting proper ligands.

In 2017, Gong et al.\textsuperscript{44} fabricated ZnO QDs/GR heterojunction photodetectors by printing QDs directly on a graphene field-effect transistor channel.\textsuperscript{45} This transistor exhibited a high photoresponsivity of \(9.9 \times 10^8\) A W\(^{-1}\) with a photoconductive gain of \(3.6 \times 10^4\) for UV light detection. The figure-of-merit UV detectionity attained \(10^{14}\) Jones, which was 1 order of magnitude improvement, compared to the best reported nanoscale ZnO-based UV detectors. The clean van der Waals interface mainly takes responsibility for the facilitation of charge transfer from QDs to graphene. The printing quantum devices combined with graphene demonstrated high performance and low cost for its broad prospect in industrialized application.

### 3.2 Lithium ion batteries

Lithium ion batteries (LIBs), with the advantages of low cost, environmental friendliness and high efficiency, have become one of the most promising energy storage supporters; however, the key factors of high capacity and fast-charging remain to be solved. For the last few decades, the LIBs with anode material based on QDs/GR composites have exhibited excellent performance, which gives this composite significant potential for the LIBs technique. The metal oxide QDs, such as ZnO,\textsuperscript{46} Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\),\textsuperscript{47} SnO\(_2\),\textsuperscript{48} CoO\textsuperscript{49} and V\(_2\)O\(_3\) QDs,\textsuperscript{50} decorated with graphene or its derivatives have effectively improved the performance of the LIBs.

Peng et al. used an ultrasonic method to prepare a CoO QD/GR composite as a LIB anode material.\textsuperscript{51} The reversible lithium storage capacity reached 1592 mA h g\(^{-1}\) after 50 cycles. The excellent high rate capability and outstanding cycling stability are caused by the large amount of accessible active sites and short diffusion length provided by the CoO QDs. In addition, the Co\(_3\)O\(_4\) QDs/GR composite also achieved a high reversible capacity of 485 mA h g\(^{-1}\) for the rate of 5C.\textsuperscript{52} Zno-QDs composites are another common metal oxide material used in LIBs. The ALD-grown ZnO QDs/graphene composite achieved a high capacity of 960 mA h g\(^{-1}\) under current density of 100 mA g\(^{-1}\).\textsuperscript{53} They demonstrated that the electrochemical performance of electrodes can be improved by controlling the particle size and microstructure. The LIB cycle stability can be maintained while the ZnO QD sizes are below 7 nm, and smaller QDs exhibit better rate performance. In 2016, Zhao et al.\textsuperscript{54} synthesized the SnO\(_2\) QDs@GO composite as the anode material in LIBs, which achieved 1121 mA h g\(^{-1}\) capacity at 100 mA g\(^{-1}\); the volume expansion/contraction was effectively released due to this novel core–shell structure and the graphene reticular structure.\textsuperscript{55} The good performance mainly resulted from the conductive substrate and stable solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer. Yao et al.\textsuperscript{56} prepared a CoFe\(_2\)O\(_4\) QDs/N-doped GR composite as a LIB anode material by using hydrothermal and calcination methods.\textsuperscript{57} The CoFe\(_2\)O\(_4\) QDs were 4–12 nm without apparent aggregation on the graphene surface. The manufactured LIBs presented a high initial discharge capacity of 1616 mA h g\(^{-1}\) and reversible capacity of 1223 mA h g\(^{-1}\) after 90 cycles at a current of 100 mA g\(^{-1}\). These excellent electrochemical properties can be ascribed to the quantum and size effects of CoFe\(_2\)O\(_4\) QDs and the synergetic effect of N-doped graphene.

In particular, the modification of rGO by sulfate groups is an admirable strategy for the reduction reaction, which can avoid the use of toxic agents and thermal treatments. Besides, the sulfate groups can serve as a strong bridge to link nanoparticles and graphene, and promote electron transfer. In 2016, Backert et al.\textsuperscript{58} synthesized Ni@Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) nanoparticles-sulfonated rGO composites as the anode material of LIBs.\textsuperscript{59} The reversible capacity reached to 1051 mA h g\(^{-1}\) after 40 cycles, which was more than two times higher than that of unwrapped Ni@Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) (460 mA h g\(^{-1}\)).

Due to the small sizes and quantum effects of QDs, QDs/GR composites can be prepared below critical particle size,\textsuperscript{60} preventing structural collapse during cyclic charge/discharge processes. The reticular structural graphene can buffer its volume expansion/constriction induced in cyclic processes, the excellent graphene conductivity also contributes to quick charge. QDs/GR composites can therefore effectively maintain structural integrity of the active substance, resulting in improving the LIB cyclic stability.

### 3.3 Solar cells

Solar cells are common photovoltaic devices for producing alternative energy. Numerous research works focus on the conversion efficiency improvement. Fortunately, the QDs/GR...
composites provide a novel pathway to promote problem solving.

In 2014, Parand et al. fabricated a GR/PbS composite as the counter electrode for CdS/CdSe QDs sensitized solar cells (QDSC). The maximum conversion efficiency was 2.63%, which was much higher than that of the sole PbS (1.28%) or graphene (0.23%) counter electrode. It is suspected that the GR/PbS electrode provides low charge-transfer resistance in order to enhance its conversion efficiency. In 2016, Kim et al. reported the PbS QDs/GR hybrid, as a sandwich structure including 9 layers of tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBAI)–PbS cQDs incorporated with 9 layers graphene sheets and 2 layers of 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT)–PbS cQDs deposited on ZnO/ITO/glass substrates, achieved a high conversion efficiency of 9.18%. The TBAI and EDT solutions served as the exchange ligand and electron blocking/hole transport layer in solar cells. The schematic diagrams of the device, energy level and electron transfer are shown in Fig. 14(a)–(c), respectively. As shown in Fig. 14(d), the PbS cQDs incorporated with graphene presented an improved photovoltaic performance of 8.82 ± 0.55%. The PL quenching behavior demonstrated that these materials and sandwich structures bring a fast charge extraction from QDs to graphene flakes and the efficiency is enhanced by adding conductive graphene. Eck et al. fabricated bulk heterojunction solar cells based on a CdSe QDs/GR composite. The conversion efficiency reached to 4.2%, and the open-circuit voltage was increased by 25–30% with values up to 0.8 V, compared to the CdO only based devices. They also confirmed a higher electron mobility and reduction of trapped charges in the solar cell active layer. A rGO/CuInS2 QD hybrid that served as an electron acceptor for polymer-based solar cells was also reported by Meng et al. in 2015.

Due to the properties of low cost, high energy conversion, and simple fabrication procedure, dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) have attracted much attention. In 2016, Chang et al. synthesized GQDs@GR foam nanosheets for application of DSSC electrodes. The fabricated electrodes had a high energy conversion efficiency of 9.59% with an open-circuit voltage of 0.75 V. The abundant defect sites at the edges of GQDs provided excellent electrocatalytic activity for the reduction of I3-. The high electronic conductivity graphene foam nanosheets act as fast electron transportation channels for promoting the charge transfer from QDs to the fluorinated tin oxide (FTO) substrate.

Thiol-functionalized rGO attached to QDs also could be applied to active materials in solar cells. In 2016, Madsuha et al. prepared thiol decorated rGO–CdSe QDs and multi-walled carbon nanotubes–CdSe QDs hybrids. The fabricated solar cells achieved initial power conversion efficiency values of about 2% under AM1.5G illumination. Due to the decoration with thiol, the binding between the QDs and nanocarbon became stronger, which was beneficial for the preservation of the hybrid nanomorphology.

3.4 Photocatalysis

In the past few decades, photocatalysis has been the subject of extensive research for applications in environmental pollutant removal and solar energy conversion. Semiconductors are usually used as the light-absorption material, and graphene is an excellent charge transfer material for the enhancement of photocatalysis performance.

In 2015, Gao et al. used a solvothermal method to prepare a MoS2 QD–GR–TiO2 composite, and the photocatalytic performance was demonstrated to be 4 times higher than P25. It was found that the MoS2 QDs served as a co-catalyst, which remarkably increased the visible-light absorbance, charge separation efficiency and enhancement of reaction sites. Meanwhile, a report by Tayebei et al. indicated that a ZnO QDs/GR composite can enhance the absorption from UV to visible spectra. The introduced graphene promoted the absorption intensity and restrained the photocorrosion effect. In 2015, a ZnO@PbS QDs/GO composite applied in suspended photocatalytic H2 evolution was reported for the first time. The process of multiple excitation generation (MEG) enhanced the photocatalytic efficiency of hydrogen generation and the separation of electron–hole pairs. It provided a new pathway for QDs/GR composite synthesis with MEG properties. In addition, compared to the pure CdS QDs and graphene sheets, a CdS QDs/GR hybrid, synthesized by the LbL-grown technique, was found to have high photocatalytic activity via UV-visible light spectrometer measurement.

As is well known, TiO2 is widely used as an industrial photocatalyst, due to its properties of good stability, strong oxidation resistance and low toxicity, but the photo-generated electrons and holes recombine quickly because of its wide band gap. It is therefore a challenge to improve TiO2 performance in photocatalysis application. The GQDs/GO composite combined with TiO2 nanotubes provide a new route to solve this problem. Very recently, Tian et al. prepared N, S co-doped GQDs–rGO–
TiO2 nanotube composites by alkaline hydrothermal and physical stirring methods. These composites exhibited high photodegradation efficiency that was 1.8 times and 16.3 times higher than those of rGO–TiO2 nanotube composites and pure TiO2 nanotubes, respectively, for the degradation of methyl orange under visible light irradiation (λ > 400 nm). The excellent photocatalytic ability was ascribed to the novel combination of upconversion QDs and large surface area rGO and TiO2 nanotubes. The N, S co-doped QDs can effectively suppress electron–hole recombination and extend the range of visible light, due to its upconversion properties, and the large surface area rGO and TiO2 nanotubes can improve charge separation and stabilization. Yang et al. reported the ALD-grown TiO2 QDs/GR composite, which also demonstrated significant photocatalytic enhancement, compared to P25 TiO2 and TiO2 film/GR. Halide perovskite QDs have also been developed in photocatalytic applications. In 2017, for the first time, Xu et al. synthesized a perovskite composite CsPbBr3 QDs/GO as a photocatalyst to convert CO2 into solar fuel in nonaqueous media. The rate of electron consumption increased by 25.5%, compared to pure CsPbBr3 QDs; due to the GO improved electron extraction and transport, the PL quenching of CsPbBr3 QDs/GO composite demonstrated the electron transfer from QDs to GO. Meanwhile, the CsPbBr3 QDs/GO composite decayed faster than pure CsPbBr3 QDs with the measured average PL decay time decreasing from 38.3 to 11.3 ns.

### 3.5 Electrochemiluminescence sensors

Owing to the excellent properties of low cost, label-free, and high sensitivity, ECL detection has stimulated significant interest in the preparation of new kinds of materials and exploring the applications. ECL sensors based on QDs/GR composites have been applied in biomedical detection, the detection of cytochrome C, human IgG, alpha fetoprotein, carbohydrate antigen, and chlorinated phenols. Normally, the QDs possess poor biocompatibility and low ECL signals, and have limited applications in bioanalyses. The QDs/GR composites provide a novel pathway for this technique by improving the biocompatibility and ECL signals. Wang et al. fabricated an ECL sensor based on the CdSe QDs/GO–chitosan composite to detect cytochrome C. The possible ECL mechanisms are as follows:

\[
\text{CdSe} + e^- \rightarrow \text{CdSe}^{--} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\text{SO}_4^{2-} + e^- \rightarrow \text{SO}_4^{--} + \text{SO}_4^{--} \tag{4}
\]

\[
\text{CdSe}^{--} + \text{SO}_4^{--} \rightarrow \text{CdSe}^{+} + \text{SO}_4^{--} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\text{CdSe}^{+} \rightarrow \text{CdSe} + h\nu \tag{6}
\]

K2S2O8 served as a reactant; the strong oxidant \( \text{SO}_4^{--} \) radicals and \( \text{CdSe}^{--} \) radical anions were produced by the electrochemical reduction of \( \text{S}_2\text{O}_8^{2-} \) and \( \text{CdSe} \), respectively. The \( \text{SO}_4^{--} \) radicals reacted with \( \text{CdSe}^{--} \) and produced an excited state (CdSe*), this ECL sensor achieved selective ability for cytochrome C from bovine serum albumin and glucose, the long-term stability and high ECL intensity were also great. The porous structure of GO–chitosan promotes the loading of CdSe QDs and provides a large interface for electrode reactions. Besides, in this composite, the GO plays an important role in the generation of ECL signals and improves the stability of radicals and makes the fabrication of \( \text{SO}_4^{--} \) and \( \text{CdSe}^{--} \) easier. The excellent conductivity of GO promotes electron transfer from CdSe QDs to the glass carbon disk (GCE) electrode.

In 2013, Yang et al. developed a carbon QDs/GR composite to detect chlorinated phenols. The ECL signals were derived from the analytes and carbon QDs with \( \text{S}_2\text{O}_8^{2-} \) serving as a reactant. This ECL sensor achieved real-time detection of pentachlorophenol with ultrahigh sensitivity of \( 1.0 \times 10^{-12} \) M concentration in a range from \( 1.0 \times 10^{-12} \) M to \( 1.0 \times 10^{-8} \) M. The eco-friendly and recyclable sensing platform showed ideal recovery rates in real water environments.

### 3.6 Supercapacitors

Supercapacitors have attracted extensive research for energy storage. However, further improving their power density, cycling stability, charge and discharge rates, and reducing its maintenance cost still present a challenge. Fortunately, graphene is an excellent conductive layer that could improve the supercapacitor performance by increasing the electrical conductivity.

The large specific surface area of active composite materials has a significant influence on supercapacitor performances. In 2017, Zhang et al. prepared a GO/carbon dots/polyaniline composite and used it as an electrode active material. In this ternary structure, the carbon dots were sandwiched between GO and the polyaniline layer, which effectively promoted the electron transport and reduced the resistance. The large specific surface area of carbon dots also enhanced the interfacial properties and increased the dielectric constant of the composite. As a result, the manufactured supercapacitor exhibited a high capacitance of 576 F g\(^{-1}\) at a current density of 0.5 A g\(^{-1}\), and achieved an excellent cycle stability after 5000 cycles. Also, with the consideration of enhancing surface area, Jinlong et al. synthesized a NiMoO4 QDs@nanohole rGO composite that showed better specific capacitance (2327.3 F g\(^{-1}\)) and cycling stability, compared to the NiMoO4@rGO composite (1801.2 F g\(^{-1}\)).

Asymmetric supercapacitors (ASC) provide a desirable strategy to improve the performance with fast ion transport. In 2015, Xia et al. synthesized a Fe3O4 QDs/functionali-}
demonstrated higher specific capacitance, compared to the RuO$_2$/rGO-based ASC (Fig. 15(c)). Meanwhile, the ASC showed excellent cycling stability and coulombic efficiency with a capacitance of 47.3 F g$^{-1}$ under 3.5 V potential windows. It also exhibited 98.5% capacitance retention over 100 000 cycles and nearly 100% coulombic efficiency at the current density of 3 A g$^{-1}$ (Fig. 15(d)).

Highly transparent and flexible supercapacitors based on QDs/GR composites have attracted lots of research interest, due to great potential for use in portable devices. In 2013, He et al. prepared a 3D GR/MnO$_2$ composite as the active electrode material of a flexible supercapacitor via electrodeposition. They achieved a maximum specific capacitance of 465 F g$^{-1}$ under the optimized MnO$_2$ content of 0.1 mg cm$^{-2}$ at a scan rate of 2 mV s$^{-1}$. These excellent performances could mainly be ascribed to the high conductivity and porous structure of graphene, and good contact between graphene and MnO$_2$. In 2016, Lee et al. prepared a QDs-terminated pattern of a graphene (ipGR–GQDs) composite via the electrophoretic deposition method. The fabricated supercapacitor exhibited high energy storage (9.09 mF cm$^{-2}$), stable cycle retention (about 100% for 10 000 cycles), high transparency (92.97% at 550 nm), and short relaxation time (8.55 ms). The high stability could be maintained even at a severe bending angle of 45$^\circ$ with 10 000 cycles.

3.7 Other applications

QDs/GR composites can also be applied in some emerging applications such as biomarkers, drug delivery, gas detection, Li–O$_2$ batteries, sodium ion batteries, fuel cells, electrocatalysts, environmental pollutant detection, photoelectrochemical determination, etc. QDs/GR hybrids and the QDs/GR composite materials are being further developed, but there are still some drawbacks hindering their extensive applications. The photoelectric responsivity of some QDs/GR hybrids is too low for application in devices, and some photodetectors only present high responsivity in specific narrow wavebands. The performance of QDs/GR-based photodetectors greatly depends on the interfacial states and photogenerated screening field, and therefore, the sensitivity and response time are limited. For solar cells, the conversion efficiency of QDs/GR-based solar cells needs further improvement for industrial applications. Additionally, the cost of manufacturing QD/GR devices is too expensive to meet the large-scale industrial applications. We believe that with the development of scientific research, more QDs/GR composites will be found for application in different fields.

4 Summary and prospects

QDs/GR composite materials have attracted much attention due to their excellent effects, and various synthetic methods have been investigated for their fabrication. Herein, we reviewed numerous techniques for QDs decoration on graphene surfaces. With the development of the decoration method, QD/GR composites having multilayer structures were synthesized and widely applied in photodevices. Comparing the different techniques, the proper synthetic methods are highly dependent on the application requirements. Firstly, the hydrothermal/solvothermal method is unsuitable for the synthesis of QD/GR composites for photodevices because it is hard to control the QDs size by this method. The spin-coating method has huge potential for industrial application, due to the controllability of the film thickness. IBSD and MBE techniques have contributed significantly to QD/GR composite synthesis because they produce ordered and size-tunable QDs. The electrochemical method has been demonstrated to be an environmentally

![Fig. 15](image-url) (a) Cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves and (b) galvanostatic charge/discharge (GCD) curves of the RuO$_2$@C/rGO-based ASC. (c) Specific capacitances of the RuO$_2$@C/rGO and RuO$_2$/rGO-based ASC. (d) Cycling stability and coulombic efficiency of the RuO$_2$@C/rGO-based ASC. Reprinted with permission from ref. 118. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry.
friendly and low-cost technique, which is adaptable for high performance supercapacitor application.

The insightful strategies for improving the performance of the devices can be summarized as follows. Firstly, the ligands linked or capped with QDs and graphene provide a suitable pathway to fabricate QDs/GR composites and promote their photoelectric properties. The proper choice of species and ligand lengths is essential for performance improvement. The capped ligands can serve as dielectric barriers and maintain the integrity, leading to accumulation and shortening the transit time, resulting in the enhancement of photoresponse and photoconductivity. Secondly, the combined QDs and graphene multilayer sheets have been shown to be excellent structures and are applicable in phototransistors and solar cells. They exhibit the effective transfer of photogenerated electrons to adjacent graphene, prolonging the lifetime of the carriers. The internal series resistance decreases with the increase of graphene layers and is beneficial for the improvement of device performance. Thirdly, the substrate types of the fabricated devices have a significant impact on their performances. For example, the intrinsic electric field of the PZT substrate can improve the separation of photo-hole pairs in QDs and the formed built-in electric field can promote the holes’ transfer from the QDs to the graphene channel. There remain various types of substrates for assembly with QDs/GR composites that are worthy of future investigation.

The QDs in the QDs/GR composite mainly provide an outstanding strategy for high-efficiency exciton dissociation, and graphene mainly acts as a highly efficient charge transport channel. This composite has several advantages as follows: (1) strong quantum effects in zero-dimensional QDs, which yield excellent electronic and optoelectronic properties; (2) the high conductivity of graphene benefits the exciton dissociation and charge transfer at the interface with proper interfacial electronic structures; (3) quantum confinement enhances carrier lifetime, which cooperates with graphene’s high carrier mobility to improve the responsivity and photoconductive gain.

Preparing ideal QDs/GR composites with high stability, uniform dispersion, tunable size and excellent performance to meet the industrial requirements is however, still a challenge. The preparation of QDs/GR composites by a convenient, low-cost, and established technique is a research breakthrough. We expect to witness the development of QDs/GR composite materials in the next few decades. We believe these novel composites will change the development of science and technology.
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